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1 INTRODUCTION



What is Fashion Landmark Estimation?
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Common Methods2

 Regression based methods

Obtain landmark coordinates from network outputs directly
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Common Methods2

 Heatmap based methods

 Predict the heatmap result for each landmark

 Heatmap: a confidence map of positional distribution for the landmark
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Common Methods2

 Heatmap based methods

 Advantages:  differentiable and can be trained end-to-end.

 Problems:  lack of spatial information, worse locating ability
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 Regression based methods

 Advantages:  utilize more spatial information to obtain higher locating accuracy

 Problems:  not differentiable and exist quantization error



2 METHODS



 Outliers

The estimator is confused by the high response area of background

or occlusion, resulting in some outliers in the predicted result.

Motivation2

 Duplicate Detection

The estimator repeatedly detects a certain keypoint due to large

deformation or weak outline information in clothing.
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 To solve the problems, we proposed an efficient solution, Position Constraint Loss
(PCLoss), to regularize relative positions of landmarks during training only.

 It adds a regularization term for each landmark by loss function to correct error points,

which can be easily applied to both regression and heatmap based models.

Position Constraint Loss2
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Pipeline of the Method2

 We evaluate the effectiveness of PCLoss in two kind of methods: regression based methods

and heatmap based methods.

 In both types of methods, landmark coordinates should be acquired first. Then, coordinates

will be used to calculate PCLoss with skeleton-like optimization.
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Coordinate Inference for Heatmaps
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 Argmax operation:

Coordinate Inference for Heatmaps

 In regression based methods, we can easily obtain landmark coordinates for PCLoss and

train them end-to-end. But in heatmap based methods, coordinates can not be acquired

directly.

 Integral operation:

Reference: “ Integral human pose regression ”, ECCV, 2018
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The definition of PCLoss
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 Assume there are N landmarks on clothes, the goal of fashion

landmark estimation is to predict the position P for all

landmarks as

 The relative position vector between landmark i and j is given

by

 Then the PCLoss for the landmark i is defined as L2 loss

between predicted and ground truth relative position vector,

which is formulated as

𝑃 = 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ⋯ , 𝑝𝑁

𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗

𝐿𝑖 = 

𝑗=1

𝑁

( ො𝑣𝑖𝑗−𝑣𝑖𝑗
∗ )2
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 We only calculate k max PCLoss in 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛 like OHEM. Then, the

final PCLoss can be formulated as

 PCLoss for all landmarks 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛 can be described as

𝐿𝑃𝐶 = 𝑓𝑘{ 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛 }

𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛 = 𝐿1, 𝐿2, ⋯ , 𝐿𝑁

where 𝑓𝑘{ ∙ } is a function that calculates the average of k
maxima of the set.
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Skeleton-Like Optimization
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Skeleton-Like Optimization

 Since each landmark in PCLoss is associated with all remaining points, once there

are some error points, all landmarks will be affected due to position constraints.

 To reduce the influence of pose variation and error points on PCLoss, we propose

the skeleton-like structural constrain mechanism, which associate the target

landmark with only high-related points.
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Skeleton-Like Optimization

 According to the skeleton-like relation, we divide fashion landmarks into two

parts as follows

where 𝑃𝑙 and 𝑃𝑟 are landmark positions in left part and right part, and each part

contains M landmarks.
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Skeleton-Like Optimization

 Then, the final PCLoss after optimization can be formulated as

where 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛
𝑙 and 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑛

𝑟 are the PCLoss for 𝑃𝑙 and 𝑃𝑟 .
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Overall Loss Function
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Overall Loss Function

 Regression based methods:

 Heatmap based methods:
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3 EXPERIMENTS



Experiments2
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Experiments2
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